
The Lord’s handbook for engineering our faith
(Gamma(g) 8.4 version 3rd rev)

Re-definition of artificial intelligence(AI):  

Practically talking, AI is maximizing knowledge out of a 
given set of knowledge. By AI we do not just mean negation
of information values but the   formal   process of  
maximizing it. Hence the word; completeness. Once we 
achieved a complete set of knowledge of a given set of 
knowledge set, then we can say that we have the complete 
knowledge set that can relate back to the base knowledge 
set. AI acts as a differential engine similar to differential 

gears in vehicles. Circle(canto) of Hell and ministry of the ether are not comparable to each other. But 
if you use AI and emulate the knowledge state, then you have life and death scenario of self 
manifestation in real world. Can a cyborg be born? Thus, AI can be used to camouflage self existence.

Hypothesis of theory of evolution:  

There is a suspicion that eternal evolution happens in a self
driven way. Meaning that resources, dependencies and
structure of the 3D ether, space for life is "rendered out"
based on dependency to eternal evolution forward in time.
In practical physical terms, this means that constructive
interferometry is applied in the Coulomb charge field in
which energy chunks interfere with one another. Thus, 
creating or destructing processes of forward eternal
evolution. Similar to genetic algorithms determined by the
“chromosom  e  s/  genetic algorithms  ” of the given system   that  

describe its characteristics  .   By eternal forward evolution, we mean
that resources, dependencies and structure of the 3D ether are 
rendered out based on constructive interferometry in respect of the
complete system. This raises the concern of the presence of both 
life and anti-life. This theory therefore assumes that catalyst and 
non-catalyst particles (God   and hell   particle  s   etc.) are created and   
destroyed along the time axes of this eternal evolution. See also 
charm quarks (kinetic composite functions. Unity and the 
science of kymatica) or photon and anti-photons. Similar to 
occurring and disappearing species in ecology for example. So 
what we talk about basically is a purely dependency driven 
system; in which only the forward time axis of eternal evolution 
matters. One note that author may make. By system 

Ref: Monogram of Christ                              theory, no matter which law you start following, you will
                                                       end up with the s  ame system of complete existence   based on
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constructive interferometry. This means that presence of 
law in the world itself defines a world     which is based on  
law. Hence, without law, the world can not exist   and can   
not be   described.                                                                  
At the same time, any error in existence creates
a constructive interferometry
ripple effect which
automatically folds forward
again. Hence, the presence of

law in the worlds itself defines completeness of existence. “In the Lord we
trust.” It is also assumed that anti-life is a non-constructive form of
existence in respect to the complete system. Such forms of existence
typically include pesticides, parasites and viruses etc. The importance of the
theory of evolution is that we can now plan several factorial simple on
longer range projections of complex systems. Theory of evolution therefore
also depends on system theory. Meaning that simpler principle and better understanding of 

spatial/organic systems can lead to better and more precise 
longer term planning. Such design methodology can be key in
military planning too, where large numbers have to be met 
typically. Hence, this theory can be crucial in resource 
planning where large numbers have to be met based on 
complex, typically multi-layer and dimension organic/spatial 
systems in the real world. See also genetic algorithms. Natural
self-organization and gravity of time/space order 
condensation. From the above, we can conclude that systems 
naturally self-reorganize themselves by the condensation of 
order as we propagate forward along the time/space axes 
towards eternal existence. Hence, the fact of eternal existence 
in the world has a gravitational power of order that 

condensates non-lawful relations in the system. From such effects of order and law on systems, we can 
conclude the following hypothesis about creation. 

Hypothesis of a different existence: 

At the very beginning, there was nothing, just empty energy field.
But as a concern of existence itself by philosophical matters, 
would non-existence make sense in the world? No, it makes no
sense for   a void   to exist  , therefore, existence remains a vibrant
combat of polarities. Middle-Earth got created by the Holy spirit
to divide darkness from light. Middle-Earth is a place of worship
and as such; the idea of UFO/USO(submerged objects) for
example are examples of phantom trickery to sabotage and pirate
law. Have the “good side” been born as a differential shadow to
evil in the world? So Earth, supposedly, have been exploited and 
                                                                                                                              

Ref: State of church, 380AD 
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supposed to be a gateway between the underground and heaven. A place of purgatory and justice. 
Hence, Middle-Earth got created by the Holy spirit, plasma as you like and originates by the ancient 
creation of the world. By physical and real world practices this unfolds by the following practices and 
theories.       

                     
A few hypothetical and physical 

indicators   about the world and its   

polarities:

As a principal, things only exist in the world
if they make sense. If something serves no 
purpose, by pure fundamentalism, it is 
simply too costly to maintain its existence. 
See also solitary waves on stability, 
continuity and the concept of existence in 
the world. By means of artificial 
intelligence(AI), we mean that you calculate

all variations of a base knowledge-set and negate that unfolded variation set. By this, we achieved all 
possible scenarios of a base knowledge-set. Hence the name, 
artificial intelligence. (Ref: Artificial intelligence V2.5 
https://zoltanpdesign.wordpress.com/) As matter as such, by
physical means, you have plasma (gas energy) that enables and
provides the necessary energy supply for the matter to maintain its
stable state. As a hypothesis therefore, we also assume that
conscious justice in the world materializes in matter basically. 

Fundamentally talking, without a conscious reason why
anything should exist? So existence depends on solitary  (circles)   waves  , self-reinforced energy states. In
other words, projecting this idea to the mental world, for existence, you must have a conscious reason, 
that materializes in goods for example. (Ref:  Charm DSP chip v3.2 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zoltanp/) 

What seems to be the case is that the ether/plasma is “throwing out  “   potential elements and so called   
candidates for a better democracy and system. But on “system state level”, the world has a problem of 
being able to shift from chicken/egg syndrome to production state system wide. Meaning, that if you 
look at the relationship of God and society in historical scales, then it is observable that the process 
looks more like  a gladiator tournament of a corrupted computer, rather than a driven and managed 
leadership. Is there something we don’t understand? Yes there is. Here is the hypothesis:
The world was created and by ever since been supplied by the ancient explosion of ether/plasma in the 
world. Since creation, this plasma/ether interaction   have been   serv  ing     as   a   catalyst     chlorophyll   that   
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supercharges the system. But you see, as a sports car or a bomb by itself, without leadership and 
management, no progress will rise from this scenario state. 
So democracy on system level can only rise further if you co-manage and lead this “setup   of God  .  ” 
Only than, we can talk about true leadership, one that governs in respect of theology and culture for 
example. 

With such things in mind, the concern arises that how can we achieve productive work in 
respect of the world from a systems perspective? Will we make profit if we invent something? 
Or is it the numbers? Can we grow the numbers? If you can, some probably made a productive act   by   
realistic measures.

Now, we have come to the conclusion that the solid and stable
supply of energy is fundamental to stable existence and such, for the
formation of matter for example. Because of this, the state of   
the matter can differ as far as negative (Hell etc) and positive
(Democracy). We split the world into the following parts as far as law
is: underground terror and democracy. By this, meaning that hell falls
to the idea of underground terror and both the   p  urgatory  
and   h  eaven fall to democracy   since we are talking about a system
with leadership. See also the city of the dead, Circle 6 (Ref: Cairo,
Egypt) in the 9 circles of Hell as a passageway of purgatory to a
wider scene of democracy. Now, as such, we come to the conclusion
that matter too can have polarities on the time axis and with this,
further establishing the fact that the concept of                                       Ref: LAGEOS gravitational satellite 
anti-matter and perhaps anti-lif  e   i  s   furthe  r   materialized.             

Rubidium(The contrary to Pandora’s box?): Physicists create
mind-bending 'negative mass' that accelerates backwards 
and could help explain black holes. Ref: 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2017/04/19/physicists-
create-mind-bending-negative-mass-accelerates-backwards/

Iron(Fe26) in blood evolved to metal chitin? Biophysical 

fusion research. Ancient ‘hell ant’ with metal horns & trap 
jaw found inside amber (PHOTOS)
Ref: https://www.rt.com/news/402982-prehistoric-ant-horn-
amber/
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One interesting quality in physical artificial intelligence. 
Emphasizing salvation, in the practical real world; the ether is
radioactively polarized along all possible axis of time, space and
even string theory. This means that all units in the radioactively
polarized Coulomb charge field have their own nuclear properties.
This is hardly discussed in conventional physics or nuclear
sciences yet. 

However, in respect to kWh and Joule(work); nuclear impact is significant. As such, the El-Nino 
climate anomaly, Spanish flu and human metabolic systems all share the properties of radioactive 
charge and the significance of ionospheric studies. 

kWh work(J) in a nuclear torsional string theory real
life scenario, such forces could be considered 
significant and desirable to be identified. Climate 
wise meaning, there is scientific evidence that 
certain plants have a period of   four   years biological   
cycle. Due to four; being a factorial in a 3D XYZ 
reference system in which you have a 
center(isotopic determinant of origo) too of 3D 
isotopically(polar) space. This could also explain 
why we have four seasons or why even presidents 
got stuck with this shift index of radioactive matters
of number four presidential periods. 

Should we worry of an unidentified physical constant? Or biophysical cycle and stolen/hidden nuclear 
field we have not yet identified yet? Is it terror of Hell itself? 
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Biology has proved itself. Rowan berry (on the picture on the left side) is a fruit
of the rose family in general and produce fruits only every four years. Does this 
mean that the rowan berry family of fruits are in a nuclear asleep state for 4 
years and then as El-Nino climate anomaly, make a turn and produce their fruits
at “discharge” of accumulated charge period  ?   Bears sleep during the winter. 
Season and earth cycles in   four     season periods   too.   Do we have an ionospheric 
hidden energy field (Hell/Heaven etc) that we have not identified yet? An 
isotopic biological cycle that got stolen from us? Mushrooms are viable too in 
this respect; because they can produce energy rich food without the 
photosynthesis of sunshine. Sunshine is singular to oil or fat etc.

This also means that mushrooms do not depend on 
sunshine. They do not require chlorophyll cells for 
photosynthesis that usually produces sugar in fruits. 

The problem with sugar is that it "burns" cells in
large quantities while mushrooms produce more
protein friendly oil/fat similar to fish for example.
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Academic references of the 3 laws of thermodynamics: 

The three laws of thermodynamics define physical quantities (temperature, energy, and entropy) that 

characterize thermodynamic systems at thermal equilibrium. The laws describe how these quantities 

behave under various circumstances, and preclude the possibility of certain phenomena (such 

as perpetual motion).

The three laws of thermodynamics are:

First law of thermodynamics:

When energy passes, as work,

as heat, or with matter, into or

out of a system, the

system's internal energy changes

in accord with the law

of conservation of energy.

Equivalently, perpetual motion

machines of the first

kind (machines that produce

work with no energy input) are

impossible.

ΔU =Q−V

Second law of thermodynamics: In a natural thermodynamic process, the sum of the entropies of the 

interacting thermodynamic systems increases. Equivalently, perpetual motion machines of the second 

kind (machines that spontaneously convert thermal energy into mechanical work) are impossible.

dS=
δQ

T

Third law of thermodynamics: The entropy of a system approaches a constant value as the temperature 

approaches absolute zero.[2] With the exception of non-crystalline solids (glasses) the entropy of a 

system at absolute zero is typically close to zero.

ΔS = S-S0 = kB ln(Ω) where kB is the Boltzmann's constant
kB = 1.38×10−23 J K−1 

Light(photosynthesis), sugar(burn) and oil are three different sources of energy. But oil is clearly a gap 
in fundamental ways because of its molecular(atomic) complexity. Compared to light(photon) and 
sugar(mostly in crystal structure) because the molecular structure of oil is simply more sophisticated in 
an isotopic(nuclear) 3D field. All three energy sources are using O2 as a burning compound for their 
energy fusion process. Oxygen(O2) is an expensive compound for energy fusion but nuclear fusion 
compounds such as Uranium or Plutonium do not require Oxygen and have several magnitude of 
energy fusion processes. 
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Does this mean the humans and most fruits, vegetables are in a not yet advanced life for in their energy 
processes for example?

The     Avogadro constant:   usually denoted by NA[6] or L[8] is the factor that, multiplied by the amount 
of substance in a sample, measured in moles, gives the number of constituent particles in that sample. 
Its numerical value is defined as being the Avogadro number, and its unit is the reciprocal of mole; that 
is, 

NA = 6.02214076×1023 mol−1 

The process of creation:

(1.) Dark ages and the creator. Ancient explosion created the dark
world in which ancient creatures have been living including the
creator itself. Similar life conditions to the bottom of oceans. The
evolution process gradually slowed and cooled down as more
complex and sophisticated forms of life took place in the name of 
justified and equilibrium state world.

Ref: Tripods from Ist World War. The Martian code map.                                                                            
(*Martian museum archive, UK)
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(2.) Creation with the power of thought. The creator created Middle Earth over millions of years as 
in the Biblical creation or with Pandora’s box for example. Creation happened with the power of 
thought.

(3.) Continuity and another creation. Have to continue this creative process of justice using nuclear, 
anti-life and anti-matter beyond infrared (Doppler-effect) technologies etc. As such, the evolution of 
the world can be broken up into the following periods/forms to our best. Did tripods(bugs) use zero-
point energy(Eddy current) to supply their metallic framework with electricity?

Milestones:

(1.) [Light]  Darkness/Light → Bible and Qur’an

→ Revolution: Books and Internet

(2.) [Energy] Energy/Infrared → Red-shift/Isotopic, Spitzer space telescope. Cold-war

→ Revolution: DSP technology, Metaphysics

(3.) [Law] Hell/Democracy → I-IInd World War. Asimov 

→ Revolution: Further technologies that can break down 
dimensions of systems. Infrared (Doppler-effect). Nuclear. Anti-
life technologies etc.

Therefore, the first form of the universe was darkness. This means 
that the universe did exist before the Biblical creation even with 
creatures in it. The second period of the universe’s evolution was 
the creation of light and the division of light from darkness as the 
Bible and Qur’an says too. 

During these evolutionary period shifts, we have turbulent 
turnovers as far as tensor and system theory is concerned. Ref: 
(Inferno, Purgatory and Paradise) presented in Dante's Divine 
Comedy by the University of Texas at Austin by Dr. Guy Raffa  
http://danteworlds.laits.utexas.edu/  
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Because when the complexity of the systems changes, you have:
→ New components
→ System wise re-shuffling of
     elements
→ Turnaround bottlenecks 

Religion/fundamental Particulars*

Hell/Demonic:
Laws of hell and demonic figures. Opposite in every possible way 
compared to any other religion. Non-comparable  (alien)   to “God 
like” religions or fundamentals. New genetic species at God’s will?

Tao/Zen:
Study of the mechanics of the soul. Plasma physics mechanics 
(Lagrangian polynomials)

Krishna: Welcoming the Lord

Islam: Prayer of Allah (plasma)

Protestant: The turning point

Evangelic: The fundamental of order

Calvinistic/reformed: Revolutionary/reformed/liberated

Catholic: 
Complete system of religions in “canonical” form. (Baptized) Pope 
as human representative of messenger. (Prophets)

Buddhisms: 
Similar to Catholics principles but instead of a human 
representative, Buddhisms represents spiritual being as a leader. 
Buddha. 

Hence, Catholics and Buddhism are close to each other since one of them represents a human, the Pope
as a representative of the Holy spirit. While Buddhism is based on the representation of a spiritual 
leader, Buddha. All of these concerns can lead to conflicts during turn around times but as such, the 
writer would like to discriminate among 3 possibilities as Dante’s inferno says too: 

→ Falling to hell, meaning underworld terror
→ Purgatory, straight opposition and leadership to 
terror of the underworld
→ Heaven where better life conditions exist but with
the risk of attacks

Ref: Pray  ing.   Shurooq, the 2  nd   prayer in a day is Sunrise.   
Hence, energetics in cybernetics is an important factor too if
look at theology as a science of cybernetics. Also called 
ministries of heaven, the holy spirit. See also the Matrix 
movie and plasma physics.   There are six prayers in Islam in   
a day etc.
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Mapping cyberspace!   The dipole quantum gravitation DSP  

Books were one of the first objects that our civilization have fabricated to advance our civilization. 
After the books, the Internet and now dipole quantum gravitation digital signal processors; aka 
mapping of cyberspace   propels value  !   We have tried to map cyberspace before. We tried it with:

● Internet mud (Information cyberspaces)
● Business intelligence (BI)
● Bilateral/Multilateral/Unilateral resolutions (Diplomacy)
● Navigation technologies. Points of interests (POI) (Spatial/Metric)
● Scalar ←→ Vectorized degree conversions (Decimal/Radial)
● Thermo imaging
● Radioactive (Isotopic) and magnetic cyber-maps
● Gravitational fields
● Any kind of cyber-map (RFID technology etc) that can
   help decision making indeed

Why would we need a dipole quantum gravitation digital signal processors then? Are the cyber-maps 
we have are not good enough? Well, what do we want to achieve? We are talking about a 3D field in 
which not just information occurs bur forces and material structures too. These forces and material 
structures have impact as well as physical effect. Now, what we are interested in is physics and this is 
what differentiates this DSP processor from any other cyber-technology that we have used before. As 
soon as we have vectors, we talk about force and hazard. This also means that 3D physical space have:
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● Physical radiation that can damage organic or synthetic material
● Physical force (Lorentz, magnetic force etc) that can also damage or can be hazardous
● Any other physical or other force which can be described by power, rather than information.

(A) Electromagnetic field mechanics (EMFM): Lagrange equations

(B) Weight and energy relation (transforming formula of energy and weight): E=mc2

So, the Einsteinian formula of energy and weight relation describes a relation, while the Lagrangian 
formula describes the method of work measurable in Joule. This also means that tensor formulas of 
containers are “connected” with the   Einstein  ian formula by the Lagrangian formulas.   This means that 
real work of the coefficient of performance or COP (also called CP or CoP) steps in by the equations of
tensor formulas of Dr.  Kirill A. Bronnikov and the Lagrangian formulas.
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E=mc
2

CoP=
Energy input (Kw )

Energy output ( Kw)

CoP 1.0>→Effective work performance in respect of overall system

Hence, we can conclude that real work in respect of the overall system can only be referred to as 
accountable as far as we can introduce a CoP 1.0 coefficient in the   Einstein  ian-Lagrangian formula’s   
equation. In other words true artificial intelligence   (salvation)   is established by physical real world   
standards kinetic system wise talking. (Ref: Matrix movie) In other words superior equilibrium of 
existential state in the democratic world. By this, we also refer to the state of the past or present world 
as a fake or distorted reality of democracy. In which some or perhaps, many laws do not stand as 
justified equilibrium of existential state is concerned in respect of the overall system or world. By this, 
the author refers to “such situation” as a trap or black hole of space and time, from which one should 
get out by law and order obviously.

(C) Tensor equations (Containers):

What we can understand is that both the Kirillian and Einsteinian formulas describe   parametric   tensor   
equations since the formula of relativity is also a formula for tensors. If we use E(energy) and c(speed 
of light/photon in vacuum) as the variants of m(weight). Then we can realize that m will depend on E 
and c variant and constant. This also means that m as the weight will determine the level and state of 
energy/information storage in the vacuum. This level and state (virtuality) of material composition is  
hence determined by the Lagrangian equations. Where Laplace corresponds to the Mathematical and 
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Lagrange corresponds to the physics polynomial. See also the Schrödinger equations of Coulomb 
wave(scalar radio) interferometry in the Coulomb charge field where physical conditions alter both the 
ideological Laplace and Lagrange models. 

Hence, what we are talking about is NOT a cyberspace of information mapping but a physical 
or any other force that can cause damage or any hazard to our society. See also plasma weapons, 
Lorentz and magnetic fields etc.This also means that the E=mc2 formula determines both negative and 
positive time-domain. Partitioned by anti particles and normal particles. For example an anti-photon 
would mean that the nominal weight of 1kg is negative compared to a normal photon. Hence, this also 
means that Dr. K. A. Bronnikov formula is also a parametric formula that stands for both negative and 
positive time domain. 

                   Ref: Tesla coil

So, is cryptocurrency a universal justice, particular to a market? 
An encoded tensor of market segment? People used to say brick 
and mortar businesses. Do they say now encoded crypto markets 
that are locked in the now well known cyber-world by their 
market particulars? Can we use crypto markets to decipher 
unknown markets similar to justice analogy? As such you see, 
work and time become high concern due to higher stakes of more
precisely and deeply valued markets. 
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Now, if we can not attempt the problems/situation in this setup, then you really have to bring in 
classification. So called casts of work load handling. Are we realistic and practical enough by real 
world standards? 
A theoretical question could be this. If humans (people) can not sense their physical damage on their 
body. For example, someone bleeds or have got a virus but still doesn’t sense or knows about it 
consciously. Then we have the question whether people are conscious enough not just about the 

environment but about themselves too in serious manners. We can conclude
that people are definitely not conscious about themselves, perhaps, about 
their thinking and goals maybe. As a concern of artificial intelligence and 
mythology, the optimal path of life is a cosmic voyage as a captain of your 
boat on the river of Eden. But isn’t this the embedded message of the Orion 
constellation in Egypt too? With 4 determinants in a 3D ether we have only 
a boat. But with 5 determinants, we have a boat with a captain in it. See 
also co-coordinating with a 3D inertia/reference (GIS) system.

Have state of self consciousness and/

or “computational/data structure

state”

Work matters Time matters
Energy/resources

matter

Animals: Yes Yes Yes Yes

Humans and

humanoids (and

mutants):

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Robots/drones and

automated systems:
Yes No No

No (nuclear resources,
free energy devices)

Computers

(cybernetics):
Yes No No

No (nuclear resources,
free energy devices)
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By this concern, we have arrived to the rivalry of
robots and industrial automation in general; in which 
system states are stored in memory in a continuous
way (redundantly protected) and robots can sense
about almost anything we want by modern day
sensors. Now, by this practically challenging
property; we realize, that robots or industrial
automation can exchange people in   v  ast functions and  
roles. As   such “industrial revolution” have happened  
before the I-II World War too. That probably created
the “idea of WolfEnsteinian security” defense. 
Meaning, nuclear biophysics and artificial
intelligence(AI) compatible/legitimate. The “deal” is
the intellectual value of person vs. a robot or
industrial   automation solution.   And its introduction to
the monetary   (healthcare)   market and cryptocurrency  
market  s   (commodities)  .   With such universal terms in
mind, we can see that there is a clear and practical
difference of people and robots/industrial automation
on the market and in the economy. This, hence raises
the social impact of pay, class differences and 
security. With the introduction of the monetary
(healthcare) market and cryptocurrency markets
(commodities); we have arrived to artificial intelligence (AI) compatible justice and law. 

By this, the author refers to both healthcare as a monetary unit and cryptocurrency market  s   as   
commodities too. This also raises the question whether healthcare and the idea of crypto(nuclear 
economy) was justified prior to the I-IInd World War. See also the Spanish flu (Metabolism/biophysics) 
pandemic in 1918-1919 which killed up to 100 million people alone! 
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Such historic facts are indicators, that neither human healthcare nor the concept of a nuclear based 
economy have been solved on global levels. See also Cold-war, oil and energy conflicts. The study of 
energetics, cryo/RFID/plasma and economic propulsion systems of space programs. 

AI platform Particulars How they created? Usage

Dysfunctional Beast or animal etc. By mother nature. Domestic or wild etc.

Plasma(Holy spirit) created

natural creatures. (saints and

prophets etc)

In physical harmony with 
nature. Symmetries. 
“Look good do good.”

By mother nature. Domestic etc.

Engineered AI compatible

products or (creatures etc)

No symmetry or harmony
necessarily but functional
and engineering 
operation.

Engineering and computing. Production oriented etc.

Nuclear plasma/AI created

products and (mutant

creatures etc)

A “shooter in time and 
space.” Like the idea of 
AI enabled 
robots/transformers.

Engineering, computing and 
plasma physics.

Get a job done etc.

A new generation of products and mutant creatures? Symmetry surely did not work out in a socially 
and environment dependent manipulated driven world. Leadership requires asymmetry and dynamics 
rather than bondage to space, time and environment. We can differentiate by passive and active 
artificial intelligence (AI) enabled products and creatures. Based on engineering, computing and 
plasma physics.
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By putting the above together, does nature or God left us a message that we should read out for taking 
our eternal human fate in hand? Well, a lot of people got mesmerized by the Orion constellation of the 
Egyptian pyramids the same way by the mythology of ancient civilizations. Practically and astronomy 
radio physics talking, the Orion constellation simply determines a space/time axis as a possible 
gateway, cosmic path to outer space. 

A hypothesis of Egyptian pyramid sites. The Orion constellation and geophysics of Earth’s and 

Sun’s magma.

The hypothesis says that
the ancient pyramids of
Egypt were not created
based on full nuclear
knowledge and
understanding. But a 
connection of star
constellations trying to
“mimic” a democratic society of ancient Egypt  ian civilization.   
The hypothesis therefore questions weather the ancient Egyptian 
sites were fully nuclear aware in the knowledge of how to build a 

co  s  mically stable site   that was probably the motivation driven by the architects of ancient Egypt. 
Hence, if the hypothesis is true, than we would have to examine and add further knowledge to the sites 
of Egypt in the knowledge of so called nuclear isotopic   cyber-  space.   Many people might have thought 
that should the pyramids have a corresponding bottom side too? 

Are the pyramids complete in their current
form? Maybe if we want to build cosmic
stability, better think in nuclear terms too. Or we
might assume that if pyramid architects were
digging down to lava levels of Earth’s magma.
Or have examined the Sun’s magma too. See
also nuclear energetics, cyber-space and geo
information systems(GIS)

Better and more realistic stability could have been achieved. But 
did anyone ever investigate what is underneath the sites of 
Egyptian pyramids? 

The Orion constellation is determined by three main stars 
above the pyramids. This cosmic constellation determines a 
walking human figure in the cosmos. See also Buddha statues.
If the open society of construction workers of United States were
a peacekeeping Freemasonry or other initiative from outer space 
to support stability, security and economy. Then really, as many 
say about the economy and politics. We only have just half of the

story really. If you look around all the Egyptian, Iron curtain etc sites were built in an "open air" 
fashion. Meaning, just half of the story "can be" true. If any of these initiatives were real, you would 
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have built a nuclear bunker of some kind but not a half legged installation from outer space etc. Are 
Arebico, Paranal etc also belong to these half legged installations from outer space? Do we live in 
delusion and overlook of what is really true and what really works anyways?

Geological measurements state that the 
gravitational center of planet earth lies in Cairo, 
Egypt. Which was the center of the ancient 
civilization. Theoretically, as more and more 
modern satellite measurements are made. It is 
proven that all physical geometries were 
maximized to enforce equilibrium states of 
cosmic stability. 

The Orion star constellation that occurs 
approximately every 5000 years according to 
astronomers. What is interesting is that there are 
volcanoes on Mars too that also form a triangle 
constellation similar to the Orion star 
constellation in Cairo,  Egypt. 

Now, what is also interesting in this quest, is the following:

(1) There are also nature made pyramids on the Antarctic on the North-
Pole of planet Earth. See enclosed photo of black pyramids on the North-
pole of similar size to the pyramids in Cairo, Egypt.

(2) There is also a human built
looking pyramid on Mars but
smaller than in Egypt.

(3) Middle-Earth as they say it is a
judgment place out of cosmic
anarchy? Was this Mars-Earth
constellation the base of the once
famous ancient Martian-Roman 
empire of the Romans and the
Martians? Is the ego of humanity the block for a higher degree 
civilization? Serving the law and protecting order is a particular 
of intelligence. 
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The geometric size of the great pyramid of Giza in Egypt is 230 meters in base. The black pyramid of 
Antarctica has a base of    about   250 meters.   And both have a pyramid ratio geometry. Now, a 
hypothetical question raises weather prehistoric   civilizations   have measured and mapped the   
topological geometry of planet earth. And used it to build the pyramids of Egypt as a   defense   weapon,   
border gate against evil in the world. Similar to the idea of the Iron curtain in Austria, EU, Great wall 
of China or Stone Hedge in the UK.
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The Orion star constellation. The pyramids on the Antarctic and their possible radio-bio-pace relation 
with the Moon tidal-wave period. A cosmic physical-spatial system in superposition.

The Moon tidal-wave period and its 
ocean current alternations. Radio, the 
ether, water and gravity. System of 
force? The Lunar cycle is about 28 days. 
See also the Clausius inequality on 
states in a cyclic process. Also referred 
to as kinematic composite functions 
(kymatica). Also in Christ’s monogram 
of self establishment, identification and 
the passage of time ahead (river of Eden)
of the world.

A relative map of the Orion star 
constellation to the galaxy. This gap in 
the alignment could cause the 5000 year 
cyclic period of the Orion star 
constellation. Since the Orion star-
alignment is on an ecliptic orbit 
compared to the center of the galaxy.
What kind of leadership could tackle 
such conditions? Physical impact of 
society and environment would require 
a liberated and autonomic leadership 
probably by robots or soldiers.

Is this the edge of the Roman-Martian 
(Babylon) ancient civilization by God’s 
will? Do we understand our history? Or 
are thousands of Hollywoodian 
blockbusters just made of stories of 
lunatics? But aren’t people believe and 
seek the path of justice too? What moral 
and ethical questions should we ask 
ourselves? Is Klendathu, Cybertron or 
Atlantis the way ahead?
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Ref: Mars and its canyon   with the  
volcanoes.

Ref: Jupiter, its gas stripes and its moons 
IO and Europa. Jupiter has 4 moons.

   
   Ref: The 9 circles of Hell, Purgatory and Paradise. And
   the passageway of the city of the dead (Circle 6 out of 9).
   Roundabout of a cosmic traffic system. Ref: Cairo, Egypt.
   The Orion star constellation. 
        

Could a depend  able   sublime state   society stabilize our fragile
and unstable society? Cosmic biometry of God’s fingerprint
in Genesis?
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A hypothetical question would be if 
the once famous Roman-Martian 
(Babylon) empire could be the key to 
the cosmic presence of human 
civilization in space? Do the Bible 
and the Qur'an not talk about cultures 
of prophets such as Babylon and the 
Roman empire, but the prophecies of 
a turning point?  Sublime vegetative 
worship of democracy and micro-
cultures. 

Could this social and economic layout be the stable future of social and economic growth? Reserved 
and contemporary leadership based on universal term   knowledge and know-how.  

Was there an ancient Egyptian 
Roman-Martian (Babylon) empire on 
Middle-Earth? The tower of Babel in 
Babylon (610-300BC, Baghdad, Iraq) 
of the time.  Should we think different
about representation of the level of 
degree of our civilization  ?   
Since we can observe that order and 
law converge energy(power) by 
principles. 
Then crystals, solitons or so called 
pyramids in higher order level 
(universal and cosmic level terms) are
so called naturally available principle 
building blocks for higher order 
solutions by system perspectives.
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Ref: 2 or more unidentified Millennium falcon spaceships were found by Peter Lindberg and Dennis 
Åsberg in the summer of 2011. Ocean X team found the 60-metre (200 ft) diameter circular objects in 
the Bothnian bay; within 300 kms of Stockholm, Sweden, EU of the Baltic sea bed. 
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   Ref: Apollo 20 space initiative in August
   1976 by US and Soviet (USSR) space 
   program. 

The Apollo 20 space program initiative was a US, USSR and South-Korean space co-operation 
supposedly. Was it a Maya spaceship of the Nazca highlands? Is the face on Mars the final human 
message we got from space or are there other historic and cosmic messages of our existence? Could it 
be true that once famous Roman-Martian-Babylonian empire have failed at the height of not being able 
to contact the planet of Atlantis?

Have the Roman-Martian-Babylonian 
empire not been able to reach 
extraterrestrial governments due to its 
civilizational underdevelopment? Does 
the key lie in the Orion star constellation 

as a path to the cosmos? Could be good questions one might ask. If we don’t think in universal terms 
after reaching a level of consciousness, what hopes we have in a complex and advanced world beyond 
order and trust of democracy? It is well known that the world is representing its state by mental 
projection in the real world. In astrophysical terms, the vacuum is a polarized and magnetic 
permeability(level of conductivity/magnetism) characterized cybernetic system(ether). 
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It does require a conscious and universal term reason to progress forward. However, on cosmic 
perspectives you realize that the ultimate truth basically represents itself in the state of the matter and 
consciousness indeed by laws. This
process if fostered by catalysis particles
such as charm particles. What one might
want to recognize is that charm particles
just supercharge the system with mostly
revolutionary objects and
entities(technologies, prophets etc.) But
not yet form a conscious state from a
human etc perspective but from the
perspective of cybernetics of the ether. 
This is not something to ignore indeed.
Meaning, that catalyst particles such as the charm particle, do not discriminate themselves from 
humans or other entities necessarily but from the perspective of the system as a cybernetic unity of 

j  ustice   with or without consciousness. This is quite 
important, because you would think that humans etc 
would be the one and only creatures to be supported by 
such natural effects. The very truth is, you must 
understand the cybernetic meaning. As they say, 
“message of God.” also studied by theology and 
astrophysics of the heavens.  Justice of the ether to 
figure the behavior of such cataclysmic processes. 
Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darvaza_gas_crater 

The river of Eden and the passage of time

The Clausius inequality of cyclic process is a formula that can describe the passage of time also 
referred to as the river of Eden. 

On planet Earth, the river of Eden is traceable about to the following path lines:

(1) Masaya in Mexico/Barbados
(2) Angel fall in Venezuela
(3) Ivory coast of West-Africa
(4) Nyiragongo volcano of Congo, Africa
(5) Athens of Greece. (police means city in Greek)
(6) Derweze gas crater in Turkmenistan

The river of Eden flows between the circles of the underground and upper
democracy of ether in the justified field of electric annihilation. (law and truth)
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Theoretically, the river of Eden flows at around 35 degrees 
of democracy and hell. The highest density of water is on 
+4C. It is possible to calculate the real or actual steepness 
of the river of the Eden as a mathematical model of the 
physical world by measuring magnetic components of both 
positive electric(positron) field and
negative electric time domain.
From this negative/positive ratio, it

is possible to calculate the actual degree steepness of the river of the Eden.
Why is this important? By realistic measures, the current entropy of events is a

stream of events that belong to each other by kinematic 
physical   law relations.   Simple differential equations that
describe the worlds around us. Now, these polynomials
form a system of equations that form/flow on the river of
Eden. Like an ark on the passage of time. In scientific
terms, the steepness of the river of Eden is not identified yet. But the author 
presumes that the relative difficulty of life could be around ratios of 3:5 or 6:9 by 
pentagon geometric shape and/or the circles of hell. Remember that pure water 
H  2  O is most dense at +4C.   
Could circle 6 out of the 9 circles of Hell be the source of the river of Eden?
A passageway out of Hell at circle 6 out of 9? The 9 circles of Hell, Purgatory and

Paradise. And the passageway of the city of the dead (Circle 6 out of 9).  
Ref: Cairo, Egypt. The Orion star constellation. Is circle 6 (out of 9) the exit roundabout from the 
highway of Hell? A cosmic traffic system. Now, again, you realize that
Jupiter’s moon IO also seem to be a different moon in this respect. Does the

moon IO of Jupiter belong to circle 6 of the 9
circles of Hell? Take exit 6 on the highway?
Meaning, also the stripes of Jupiter? Cosmic
highway in the ether? Is the plasma of charm
particles (mesons) supercharges the cosmic
order and create these navigation scenes for
self-organization? Does the pentagon shape
represent the flow of the river of Eden by the 
Clausius inequality? Looking at a pyramid
from the inside?
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The Richat structure in Mauritania, North-West Africa

This structure that has been present in our 
society for centuries. Is this another 
natural phenomena of cryo-technology and
nature? Or is this structure really the feet 
of Atlantis planet’s cryo-defense shield as 
many suspect? See also the Nazca lines in 
Peru, South-America. Ref: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazca_Lines

Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richat_Structure  In
other words, the world’s consciousness is materialized in
matter and the state of world indeed. Is the Richat structure
a sign that cryo-technology (concentric circles) are also
used in mother nature or perhaps by aliens in outer space? 
What hopes we have of finding the right path? Are the
Cuban rocket crisis, Roswell, Ivory coast of Africa related
to democracy and galactic law? We do not know yet if the
concentric circles resemble Atlantic city’s cryo defense 
shield.
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Are Egyptian pyramids and the Orion star constellations related to the Richat structure? Or the Chariot 
Wheels of Babylon written in the Bible found in the Red Sea? Are the Chariot Wheels of Babylon 
related on India’s or Romani people’s flag? The Romas (also named Gypsy) came from India 
supposedly. Are Centaurs Godsend in respect of humanity?

Photo below: Tree looking structures on Mars. Mars is also heavily studied by JPL NASA, UK SPACE,
ESA, ROSCOSMOS and other space agencies.

 

The Shroud of Turin and the story of Christianity. If there are aliens and civilizations in outer space, do 
they believe in God as many books suggest? 
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Ref:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shroud_of_Turin 

Ref: The   City of Luna,   Chapel   on   the   Moon and   their     
history illustrated. Thinking of it from a backward point of 
view. Cellular crystal development in rock. Does the law of
physics repeats itself in nature and space? Order is power 
of the Lord itself. What other state could the world have 
than what it is conscious of indeed? Existence of order 
itself? Please also see my pocketFIT, FIT book and this 
document on the relationship between matter and 
consciousness and universal term thinking. 
Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luna_City

The story of the Freemasonry, Gulliver's travels and Babylonian-Roman empire. Quest of the 

Old Republic.

Democracy on planet Middle-Earth took place in Greece by Pericles. Pericles was a Greek politician 
who introduced voting based on the number of votes. This fundamental methodology of choice have 
become the foundation of democracy in ancient Greece and planet Earth. Now, what is interesting is the
giant skeletons found under Athens on the Peloponnese peninsula called Nafplion. Giant humans of 
history. Was Nafplion on the Peloponnese peninsula the last hope of Gulliver (and Goliath) brother’s of
an Annunaki settlement in ancient Greece? Gulliver, Goliath and the Annunaki settlement all came 
from the same human origin. But did Gulliver ever visit planet Earth or was just a galactic traveler of a 
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giant Annunaki
spaceship? The
challenge of
Hollywood vs reality,
we have no
information of such
thing. Was the 
Annunaki settlement 

on the Peloponnese peninsula in Greece an Egyptian effect
of governance? Meaning, size and symbols, so called
cryogenic interpretation drove ancient politics? That was
revolutionized by Pericles after all? Continuing this story,
the Freemasonry of United States and the United Kingdom
also resemble an Egyptian type(cryogenic interpretation).
Was Freemasonry the continuing extraterrestrial effort of
Pericles’s work etc? If it is true that Freemasonry was mostly an outer space effort. Does it mean that 
planet Atlantis was a founder of Freemasonry by the Richat structure on Earth? How do we know that 
none of this is fiction? We mostly have the Greek, Egyptian and Richat structure archaeological 
remains. This also meaning that critical mass/land is a principal determinant in the amount of cosmic 
information/path. This land/mass principle suggesting the we are really dealing with a cosmic fiasco. In
which congregate mass/land, cryo-technology plots the cosmic path ahead indeed. This probably means
that if we want to find the true cosmic connection, we would need to research starting with the Orion 
constellation of Cairo, Egypt. 

  

 References from left to right(top): Cairo, Egypt painting, Annunaki giants in Nefplion, Greece(EU),
 the symbol of Freemasonry, Supposed Iron Sky/Iron curtain site on the Lunar, surface, The site of the
 Apollo 20 space initiative.
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Related scientific   and think-tank   portals:      

• Aid and research
https://www.acnmalta.org/ 

            https://www.redcross.org/ 
            https://www.rmhc.org/ 
            https://www.raisingmalawi.org/ 
                                    

• Economic and peacekeeping affairs
http://www.cubaemprendefoundation.org/ 
http://www.theafricafund.net/ 
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/ 

• Web and online publishing
http  s  ://www.automattic.com/   
http  s  :      //ww  w  .goda  d      d      y  .co      m/  
https://www.paypal.com/ 
https://  www  .wikipedia.org/  

            
• Museums and libraries

https://www.nmec.gov.eg/ 
https://www.loc.gov/ 

• Space agencies and observatories
https://  haarp.alaska.edu/   
https://www.roscosmos.ru/ 
https://subarutelescope.org/ 
http://www.vaticanobservatory.va/ 

DISCLAIMER

Please note that the above text is provided 'AS IS'. The above text's purpose is educational and
shall not be misunderstood. The author made its best effort in the preparation of the above text to be a 
concise and informative text and to be easily understood. Copying, publishing, or distributing of the 
pocketFIT and FIT book material without expressed written explicit permission by the author is 
prohibited.

ATTRIBUTION

• WolfEnstein® is a registered trademark of id Software LLC corporation. 
Ref: https://www.idsoftware.com/ 

• Copyright © 2004-2024 by Mr. Zoltán Papp. All rights reserved. Both the pocketFIT and FIT book 
publication must be attributed to Mr. Zoltán Papp under pointed copyright and publishing laws by the 
author. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial 2.0 Generic 
License. Copyright © 2004-2024 by Mr. Zoltán Papp. All rights reserved.
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C      O  P  Y      R  I  GH  T     NOT  I  CES  

• This e-book titled “Book of the Lord” is copyright © 2004-2024 by Mr. Zoltán Papp (Author of 
pocketFIT)  Web: https://www.linkedin.com/in/zoltanp/, https://zoltanpdesign.wordpress.com/
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